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Hargreaves	lab	guidelines	for	coding	in	R	
 
In some ways your R code is even more important than your writing. It shows exactly what 
analyses you did, and exactly what data went into each.  But reading someone else’s R code can 
be brutal (even reading your own R code months later can be brutal!).  So brutal that some 
projects never see the light of day because resurrecting the code and analysis sucks too much. 
Below are some lab conventions I would like all students to use to make sure R code is as easy to 
read by other people or your future self as possible. Make your code a resource that makes sure 
your data get published rather than a project grave.  
 
This document is not about statistics (maybe it will be one day when I have more time). We can 
address stats in one on one meetings, but that will be way easier and more efficient if you follow 
the general guidelines below. See link on website to Dolph Schluter’s excellent R tutorials for 
stats advice. 

Set	yourself	up	for	success	-	organize		
	 	 	

Use	R	studio	
R studio is a package that facilitates using R and organizing your code. Download it and open 
scripts in R studio rather that R itself. 
 
Start	with	a	good	file	name		
The first step in restarting an analysis is refinding the right file! Here are things that will waste 
your time later: 

- Not being able to tell which version is the most recent 
- Not being able to tell which version you used for those great figures a year ago 
- Not being able to find the file in a search of your computer 
- Not being able to remember which script you used to do X 

The file name is the first place to combat these problems, and should: 
- Start with ‘R’ – this makes all your code cluster together in one spot in a folder 
- Have 1-3 descriptive words that says what it’s for.  Eg ‘Anna honours thesis analyses’, or 

‘PhD Ch2 random plant stats’ 
- End with a date stamp: year month day, all numeric.  Eg 19 10 25. Rookie mistake is to 

think you don’t need the year part – science takes a looooong time. This automatically 
sorts versions of the same file in chronological order. IMPORTANT: RENAME the file 
with the new date each time you work on it!! 

- So final file name is something like ‘R Ch3 transplant analyses 19 10 13’ 
 
Save	the	file	and	the	data	it	uses	and	the	figure	it	produces	somewhere	sensible		
It doesn’t matter that much how you structure your files, but structure them somehow.  Eg:  

- I folder per project (e.g. ‘honours thesis’, ‘PhD’), within which you have 
- 1 sub folder for data (e.g. ‘data PhD’), with sub-subfolders if needed (e.g. data 2010, data 

2011) 
- 1 sub folder for scripts (named something obvious like ‘R code’) 
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- 1 sub folder for writing 
- Within each subfolder have a folder called ‘older versions’, where you can stick older 

versions when your folder is too cluttered. Clean these out eventually but until the paper 
is published and the data officially archived keep back ups of various ages just in case 

Before	we	get	to	R,	some	notes	about	the	data		
	

- To the extent possible/rational, group related data together in a single excel file. Different 
types of data can go into different sheets, but this makes sure the data travel together as 
much as possible.  

- Choose meaningful but short column names. So not ‘PSP’ but also not 
‘proportional.seed.predation’. Go for a happy medium like ‘prop.seedP’ 

- If the variable is a measurement, put the units at the end of its name, e.g. ‘height.cm’ 
- Have a ‘column headings explained’ sheet at the end where you explain all the column 

names and the type of data 
- Have a meta-data sheet at the end where you give experimental details that are important 

but not necessarily included in the data.  E.g. seed depots were at least 15 m apart, or all 
runs were done on 3” x 10” clear plastic trays from the Dollar Store 

- Give each sheet a short and sensible name 
- Name the file with a short name that says what it is and include a date stamp (see below) 

 

R	script	structure		
 
Start	the	script	with	a	title		

- The first lines of your code should say what it is – your name & the project name at least.  
If your project uses only 1 script, great.  Example: 

 
# Hargreaves Honours thesis 2018-2019 ########################### # 
# 
# all data cleaning and analyses and code for Figures 2 and 3 
############################################################ # 
 

- If your project uses multiple scripts (eg one to collate and clean data and 1 to analyse 
data) make it clear what this particular script does and how it fits in with the others. Eg 

 
# Hargreaves PhD Chapter 2 – random plant surveys ########################### # 
# 
# all analyses and Figures 
# data are cleaned and processed in separate script ‘R Ch2 data cleaning 19 07 01’ 
##################################################################### # 
 
Call	in	all	packages	you	will	need	

- Can include code that tells you the package version for citations 
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Next	section	should	be	‘Data	explanation’		
This is where you write notes about the data structure and column/variable names that are 
necessary to tell what the analyses are doing. Include: 

- Brief general description of the study that yielded the data.   
- Explain any short forms in your variable names, or if needed the variable names 

themselves.  
- Explain any anomalies that might be confusing later (e.g. variation in sample sizes, a 

missing treatment at one site) 
- Note any data that should be excluded from analyses 

Example: 
 
# DATA EXPLANATION ############################ 
# 
# Seed predation trials on 3 transects (NK, MT, FT) from summer 2018 and 2019. 30 depots per 
site spaced >10 m apart. Data called in include seed predation data, iButton temperate data, and 
summarized data from pitfall traps (5 traps per site) 
# 
# Variable names: 
# seed.sp = seed species (sf = sunflower, or oat) 
# seeds.partial = seeds partially eaten 
# cage.treat = caging treatment: CT=uncaged, CG.cone=caged with wire mesh cone ½” square 
mesh, CG.X means cage was compromised and data should be excluded 
 
At	end	of	‘Data	explanation’,	keep	list	of	important	data	corrections	

- Start these notes with the date of the change, then explain as briefly as possible. Eg 
#July 7 2019 – realized subsetting was not working properly for X. fixed. This reduced data 
frame by 20 lines 
#July 8 2019 – relooked at Smith et al and realized was not appropriate as was done in 
greenhouse. Removed in data compiliation code, no effect on stats 
 
Call	in	your	data	using	it’s	file	name	(e.g.	read.csv())	
You can call in data using the point and click panel in RStudio, by using choose.file (which 
automatically opens a window), or directly using the file name.  Do #3.  That way the next time 
you open the script you know exactly what version of the data it used (and because all your excel 
files have a date stamp you know exactly how old those data were and whether that version is 
still the most up to date).  

- Give the data frame a very short but somewhat informative name.  eg ‘seedP.orig’ (not 
data1) 

 
Look	at	data	using	summary()	and	fix	any	problems	

- Make sure that: 
o variables are being correctly interpreted as factors or numbers 
o numbers have min, max, and mean values that make sense 
o factors don’t have extra letters from inconsistent capitalization or extra spaces 
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- if you find errors, fix them in the excel sheet, resave the csv, and re-import it into R, then 
check again with summary 

- if you find numbers are coming in as factors, there’s usually text somewhere in the 
column. Get rid of it in excel if it’s a mistake, otherwise fix it in R 

- to make a number a factor, use as.factor 
- Look for extra rows blank rows being imported (eg 209 NAs at the end of every factor). 

If they exist get rid of them in R by subsetting on a variable that should never have 
blanks, eg data <- data[!is.na(data$year),] #get rid of extra blank rows 

- Look for extra columns being imported by mistake (they’ll be called X, X.1, X.2 etc). If 
there are 1 or two get rid of them in R, eg  
data$X <- data$X.1 <- NULL #drop extra blank columns 

 
Create	a	new,	streamlined	dataframe	if	needed	(usually	is)	
Clean up your data so that it is nicer to work with.  Can include: 

- Creating new variables you will need (don’t do that throughout the analysis script as it’s 
annoying to find later – do all in one spot 

- E.g. data$date <- as.factor(paste(data$year, data$month, sep=’.’) 
- E.g. data$tot.seeds <- data$sf.seeds + data$oat.seeds 
- Order factors levels in a way that makes sense (instead of alphabetical) using ‘order’ 
- Re-order variables in the data frame so it’s easier to read (new variables will appear at the 

end of the data frame whereas they might make more sense somewhere else) 
- Get rid of variable you won’t need in any analysis  
- Last two steps can be done at same time: 
- seedP <- seedP.orig[, c(‘transect’, ‘site’, ‘elev.m’, ‘year’, ‘month’, ‘day’, ‘prop.seedP’, 

etc)] 
 

Use	section	headings	just	like	you	would	in	Word	
- Add structure to your script to make it easier to navigate. 
- Use RStudios ‘Show document outline’ feature (button w parallel lines in top right corner 

of script window) 
- To use this effectively, make it obvious from how you type the sections whether a 

heading is a heading, subheading, subsubheading etc: 
 

- Use ALL CAPS headings for the primary sections (e.g. data explanation, data processing, 
analyses, figures). Make them stand out with a bunch of #s, eg 
# DATA EXPLANATION ############################ 
 

- Use normal text and dashes for subheadings, indented with an underscore:  
# _Figure 2 lifetime fitness ------------------------------------------- 
 

- Use text headings without the #s or ---s at the end (wont appear as heading) to explain 
what chunks of text do. 

 

R	script	Analyses		
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Annotate	importance	decisions	
- As we make decisions, write these down so that we don’t have to rehash debates later. Eg 
- #Decided to have year as a fixed effect (factor) because only have 3 levels which is not 

enough for a random effect 
- If you make a decision based on advice on the internet, include the webpage in the note 

for easy reference 
 
Comment	out	but	don’t	delete	old	models	

- Make sure it is obvious which version of an analysis you consider the final/best one, by 
commenting out the others 

- Don’t delete the others though until you are super duper sure you won’t need them again 
- Once you deleted old models (eg say we’re now 100% we’re going to use a mixed model 

framework), add that note to the top of the sheet so you can find the old model script if 
needed (Eg ‘#Aug 19 2019 deleted all fixed effect model code’) 
 

Model	names	
- Create structured model names that are short but informative 
- Use a suffix to say what type of model it is (p=poisson, b=binomial, qb = quasibinomial, 

nb=negative binomial, mb = mixed model binomial etc) 
- Add info to end if reducing models – eg no3X for model lacking the 3 way interaction, 

noSxy for model lacking the Source x year interaction 
- Example: 
- seedPxElev.b <- glm(… 
- seedPxElev.qb <- glm(… 
- seedPxElev.no3Xqb <- …	

	
Break	models	down	into	logical	lines	but	don’t	go	crazy	

- If model code is longer than one line of code create natural and consistent breaks 
- Can also use breaks if there is something in particular you want to annotate 
- But don’t’ have 1 line per clause – just makes script long and have to do more scrolling 

back and forth.  Example 
- seedPxElev.b <- glm(x ~ y*z + (1|a), family=binomial, 

data=seedP, subset =cage.treat==’CT’ &  
seed.type!=’oat’) #excluding oat as not crossed with Z 

 

R	script	Analyses	–	getting	help		
	
Consider	creating	R	markdown	documents		

- R mark down is great tool to get code and figures and results into easy to read document.  
The code is hidden but I can see it if I need to figure out what you did 

- Get advice from the internet or other students on this one as R markdown is not my forte! 
	


